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Synopsis 
An approximate method for determining the elastic flexural-
torsional buckling loads of laterally continuous structures is 
developed. The method is a refinement of that pr oposed by Net hercot 
and Trahair and can be applied to s tructures loaded at braced 
points. The braces and supports are assumed to prevent lateral 
deflection and twisting. The procedure locates a critical segment 
and adjacent restraining segments which together form a sub-
structure. The elastic critical load is obtained by determining 
the effective length of the critical segment. Chart s of effective 
length factors, k, are presented and are shown to depend on the 
end restraint parameters, GA and GB' the segment beam parameter, 
K, and the end moment ratio, B. The proposed method is applied 
to a number of worked examples. The results are in close agreement 
with accurate numerical solutions . 
The paper has been written with the design engineer in mind 
and does not presuppose a detailed knowledge of buckling theory . 
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1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The ultimate strength of an I-beam having continuous 
or very closely spaced lateral support is determined by its 
plastic moment capacity. If insufficient lateral support 
exists, the beam may fail by flexural-torsional b uckling in 
either the elastic or the inelastic range. In various design 
codes (5-7) the elastic buckling loads form the basis for 
determining t he design loads of slender beams and of beams with 
intermediate slenderness. Computer methods and some solutions 
(8-ll) are available for analysing the elastic and inelastic 
buckling of isolated beams with a variety o f support and loadi ng 
conditions. However, there is a need a lso for r e liable approx-
imate methods which obviate the need for a computer and suitable 
program. This paper presents such a method for the stability 
analysis of ideal elastic laterally continuous structures 
loaded at braced points. 
The paper first emphasises some relevant principles 
of stability of laterally continuous beams. Various assumptions 
are then made in order to reduce the complexity of behaviour 
to a level suitable for approximate analysis. The concept of 
effective length is then used in the development of an approx-
i mate method of analysis which is a r e finement of that proposed 
by Nethercot and Trahair (l-4) . 
2. STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR 
2.1 Basic Assumptions 
Although particul ar reference is made to b e ams through-
out the paper, the principles and the method a r e equal l y applicabl e 
to othe r laterally continuous structure s (see Fig. l). These 
include braced cantilevers and some simple grids of narrow 
rectangular beams or of members having section properties or 
dimensions such tha t the torsiona l resistance a ssociated with 
restraint of warping is relatively insignificant. The basic 
assumptions are : 
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(a) Laterally Continuous Beam 
(b) Laterally Continuous 
Cantilever 
(c) Simple Beam-Grid 
FIGURE 1 Laterally continuous structures 
(i) no out-of-plane deformations occur prior to the 
structure reaching its buckling load ; 
(ii) the braces a nd the supports prevent late ral d eflec t ion 
and twisting of t he c ross-section ; 
(iii) the primary loads produce only major axis moment 
patterns of constant gradient in the various beam 
segments; and 
(iv) no changes in moment patterns o c cur as loads inc r ease. 
2.2 Buckling of a Single Segment 
The dimensionless elastic buckling moment yc' of a 
simply supported segme n t (se e Fig. 2) c an be expressed i n the 
form, 
m TI /l+K 2 (1) 
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FIGURE 2 Simply supported segment with end moments 
where K is the beam parameter, 
(2) 
and EIY is the minor axis bending rigidity, GJ is the torsional 
rigidity, Eiw is the warping rigidity, L is the segment length 
and m is the moment modification factor which allows for the 
major axis moment distribution. It is approximate d (12) by 
m 1 . 75 + 1.058 + 0.3 8 2 t 2.56 (3 ) 
where 8 , the major axis moment ratio, lies within t h e range 
-1.0 < 8 < 1.0. A uniform major axis moment corresponds to 
8 = -1.0 and m = 1.0. 
The beam parameter, K, in Equation 2 is a measure of 
the significance of t he torsional resistance d evelope d by t h e 
variation of internal warping restraint along the segment when 
under non-uniform torsion (14). For beams of narrow rectangular 
cross-section, the value of K is zero. 
In Fig. 2 and t hroughout t h e paper , t he l arger major 
axis e nd moment, M, occurs a t e nd A of the segme nt. I n simply 
s upported s egments ,M has a limiting valu e of ME as d e f i ne d i n 
Equation l. 
2 . 3 Inte r ac tion Buckling 
As the primary loads on a laterally con tinuous beam 
incre ase , its resistance to a set of disturbing forc es tendin g 
to produce buckling deforma tions gra dually diminishes . Whe n 
the loads are sufficiently large, the structure reaches a state 
of neutral e quilibrium and is able to maintain a particular 
4. 
mode shape without the assistance of disturb ing forces. The 
out-of-plane or disturbing c omponents of primary forces and 
moments which develop when t he beam adopts t he mode shape enable 
it to remain in equilibrium. It is assumed that the beam fai ls 
when it has the ability to adopt a mode shape. The post-
buckling capacity inc r ease exhibited by some beams is not of 
interest in this paper. 
The existence of mode shapes implies that t he whole 
structure interacts and participates in a single buckling 
action. The common practice of dissassembling a beam into a 
number of simply supported segments (13) and estimating beam 
failure loads from the separate stability analyses of the 
isolated segments without accounting for i nteraction may lead 
to incorrect solutions. 
To d emonstrate the above point, consider a simply 
supported narrow rectangular beam (Fig. 3) carrying a uniform 
maj or axis moment, M. The beam has simple braces at the supports 
and at the quarter points. The dimensionless elastic critical 
moments, yc' of the beam assuming 
{a) individual segment buckling without int e raction; and 
(b) buckling interaction 
are compared in Table 1. 
In Table 1, the dimensionless buckling moments, Yc' 
are expressed in terms of L, the beam length. If interaction 
is neglected a limiting value of 211 is i ndicat ed. The resul t 
of a more precise analysis (11) a llowing for segment interaction 
s hows tha t the beam fails when Yc = 2.861! . Segment 2-3 
receives restraint from t he stockier end ones, and, at beam 
buckling, has an effective length less than unity whereas the 
end segments have e ffective lengths greater than unity . 
Apart from demons trating segment interaction, the 
example shows that it is not possi ble for some portio n of a 
structure to r estrain anothe r portion without itself being 
destabilised and hence, t he actual buckling moment lies between 
the indiv idual segment values . 
5. 
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FIGURE 3 Rectangular beam under uniform moment 
TABLE 1 
Comparison of Beam Failure Loads 
Dimensionless Buckling Moments, Yc .Calculated Segment (a)No (b)Interaction(ll) 
Effective Length 
Interaction Factor, k 
1-2 4TI 2.86 1! 1.4 
2-3 2TI 2.86 TI 0.7 
3-4 4TI 2.86 1! 1.4 
The reciprocal nature of interaction and the approach 
to instability of some simple beams such as that in Fig . 3 
can be illustrated graphically. The following observations 
are made. Firstly, the behaviour of a narrow rectangular 
beam free from axial load can be described in terms of major 
axis bending, minor axis bending and torsion of the St. Venant 
type since warping is of no significance. This implies that 
6. 
segment interaction involves only the bending actions as 
twisting is prevented at the segment ends. Minor axis bending 
interaction occurs if the structure is disturbed laterally 
from its assumed initially straight position. Secondly, the 
major axis moment pattern indicates that at the lowest buckling 
load, the beam (Fig. 3(b)) is free to adopt a symmetrical 
mode shape with two internal points of minor axis bending 
contraflexure. Between braced points, the beam will twist in 
response to the torsional component of major axis moment which 
develops when the beam deflects laterally. 
At various stages of loading the stiffness of the 
beam can be measured by applying the disturbing minor axis 
moments shown in Fig. 4. 
1 2 3 4 
FIGURE 4 Out-of-plane disturbing moments 
The response of the central segment to a uniform minor axis 
moment and that of the end segments to a single end moment 
can be expressed in terms of minor axis bending stiffnesses, 
M 
_x 
8 y 
where Ls is the segment length. 
( 4) 
The coefficient, f, is a stability function similar 
to those used in column analysis (15). For the narrow 
rectangular beam in Figs. 3 and 4, the expressions for the 
functions f can be derived by solving directly the differential 
equations of minor axis bending and torsion (16). For segment 
2-3, 
f 
and for segments 1-2 and 3-4 
7 . 
(y /2) sin (y /2) 
1 cos(y/2) 
(y/4) 2 
f 1 - (y/4)cot(y/4) 
where y is the dimensionless applied major axis moment, 
y ML 
l EI GJ y 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
It may be noted that a direct solution is not possible for 
beams carrying other than a uniform major axis moment. The 
functions, f 1 and f 2 , are plotted in Fig. 5 which also shows 
the coexisting major axis and minor axis segment moments. 
The functions £1 a nd f 2 b egin with the usual values 
of 2 and 3 when the major axis moment is zero. As load is 
applied the functions reduce but the structure remains stable 
as long as the total stiffnesses at braces 2 and 3 are positive. 
In the early stages of loading (y < 2n) all segments h a ve 
positive stiffness. When y exceeds 2n, the central segment 
contribute s negative stiffnesses but while y is l ess than 
2.86n, t h e end segme nts h ave enough r eserve of posi tive 
stiffness to restrain the weaker one and to resist disburbing 
forces of the type shown in Fig. 4. Although the central 
segment is loaded beyond its simply-supported capacity, a 
finite set of such forces is required to produce buck l i ng 
deformati ons a nd the beam reverts t o i ts original geometry on 
the ir r emoval. As the ma jor axis load increases so doe s the 
demand for restraint and the di f f iculty of the restraining 
segments to provide it. Eventually the total stiffness is 
zero and the structure is unable to resist even infinite simally 
small disturbing forces. This o ccurs at a y value of 2.86n 
whe n f 1 is equal to -2f2 (see Fig. 5 ). 
The curves in Fi g . 5 indicate t hat a lthough the who l e 
structure is affected by primary loading, certain parts may 
8. 
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FIGURE 5 : Minor axis bending sti ffness 
dominate in limiting the capacity. The rate of minor axis 
b e nding stiffness degeneration of the c e ntral segment 
increasingly exceeds that of the end segments. Nethercot and 
Trahair (1-3) have introduced the ·term "cri t ica l segmen t " which 
in this instanc~ is the central one . The critical segme nt is 
found by calculating Yc from Equation 1 for each segment, and 
the load factor for the beam necessary to produce Yc · The 
critical segment gives the lowest load factor. In References 
1-3 and in this paper, the approximate methods are based on 
the assumption that conditions in the critical segment have a 
pronounced effect on beam stability. 
9. 
3. DIRECT STIFFNESS STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Usually it is not possible to analyse a general 
laterally continuous beam by the above procedure using stiffness 
variation curves. Designers may not have correct knowledge 
of the mode shape and may choose to apply a set of disturbing 
forces not necessarily associated with the lowest mode. As 
well, in most practical I-beams, segment interaction involves 
not only minor axis bending but also warping actions. This 
implies that a disturbing force set should have both a minor 
axis bending moment and a bimoment at each .segment end. The 
generalised displacements or degrees of freedom are a minor 
axis roation as seen before and a first derivative, with respect 
to length, of the angle of twist (17). Hence, for a beam with 
several braces there are many stiffness variation curves from 
which to interpret interaction. These more complex structures 
may defy graphical solution but can be studied with several 
approaches one of which is based on the direct stiffness method 
of analysis (15) . 
In the method the structure is modelled as elements 
and nodes. For the purposes of this paper, the segments can 
be taken as elements and the supports and braced points as 
nodes. It is possible to develop a primary load dependent 
structure stiffness matrix relating a general disturbing nodal 
force set containing a moment and a bimoment at each node to 
the set of nodal displacements produced by the forces. Each 
segment contributes a 4x4 sub-matrix which can be obtained 
from the numerical solution of the differential equations of 
minor axis bending and torsion (16) . The stiffness relationship 
summarising the behaviour of the whole structure is written 
as 
that is, 
[ Disturbing] Nodal 
Forces 
[R] [K] [r] 
[ Primary Load ] Dependent Structure 
Stiffness Matrix 
(8) 
[ Nodal J Buckling 
Displacements 
10. 
It has been shown in the preceding section that with 
increasing primary loads, the resistance of the structure to 
disturbing forces reduces. As the buckling load is closely 
approached an infinitesimally small set of such forces can 
produce real buckling displacements provided they tend to 
produce the correct mode shape. In the limit, the disturbing 
force set in Equation 8 approaches a null vector although the 
corresponding nodal displacements are non-trivial. At this 
stage of primary loading the structure is in neutral equilibrium. 
For the now homogeneous equations (Equation B) to have a non-
trivial solution the determinant of the coefficient matrix must 
be zero (18). Each time the determinant of the load dependent 
stiffness matrix is zero, the primary loads are at a buckling 
level (15). In particular, the first zero corresponds to the 
lowest buckling mode. Therefore, by repeatedly altering the 
primary load factor and observing the value of the determinant, 
one can perform a stability analysis without having to assume 
a particular non-trivial disturbing force pattern. 
A simply-supported I-beam segment, AB, under major 
axis end moments M, SM is shown in Fig. 2. At a given moment 
level, M, the segment stiffness matrix is found by applying 
the end loads in Fig. 6 . 
The minor axis moments MyA'· MyB and the bimoments 
BMA' BMB are applied in turn at the segment ends. The boundary 
conditions ey = 0 and ~· = 0 impose minor axis rotational and 
warping fixities respectively. Reactive moments and bimoments 
are developed by these fixities. 
The bimoment, BM , is the generalised force associated 
with restraint of warping. If the free warping displacements 
(see Fig. 7(a)) of anI-beam section are partially or fully 
restrained, longitudinal strains and stresses develop in the 
flange planes. For I-sections it is convenient to visualise 
(17) the biomoment as a pair of equal and opposite flange 
moments, Mf' producing differential flange bending (see Fig. 
7(b)). The moments have magnitude BM/h where his the distance 
between flange centroids. The torsional resistance developed 
by differential warping restraint is measured by the first 
11. 
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FIGURE 6 Segment end loads and fixities 
(a) Free Warping 
Displacements 
(b) Flange Moments 
FIGURE 7 Warping and flange moments in an !-section 
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derivative, with r e spect to length, of t he bimoment and is 
equal to the couple produced by flange shears, Vf (= dMf/ dz). 
The structure stiffness matrix in Equation 8 is 
e stablished by assembling all of the segment stiffness matrices. 
The approximate me thod which will now be developed focusses 
on the stiffness matrix of the critical segment a l one . 
4. APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS 
4.1 Substructure and Critical Segmen t Stiffne ss 
Matrix 
The critical segment of a l aterally continuous beam 
was defined in Sec tion 2 as that which indicates the lowest 
beam loa d factor in a n analy sis neglecting segment interaction . 
It was sugges t e d that, when segment interaction is considered, 
the e xcess i ve det erioration of stiffness in this segment a nd 
t h e consequ ent h igh levels of restraint dema nd placed on other 
segements leads to the eventual collapse of the beam. If this 
is accepted, a first estimate of the avai lable r estraint can 
be made b y examining conditions in the immediately adjacent 
segments. In this way a substructure comprising the cri tica l 
setment a nd the two (at most) adj acent or restraining segments 
is defined. It is assumed that the behaviour of the substructure 
adequately reflects the behaviour of the beam. A beam and a 
typical substructure are shown in Fig. B. 
To fully d e fine the subassemblage , boundary condi tions 
must be imposed at the far ends of the adjacent segments . 
Support conditions such as the pinned or simply s upported e n d 
(at brace 6) in Fig . 8 are retained. If t he far e nd of the 
restraining segment connects to yet another , for example a t 
3, it is assumed that a restraint demand equal to that of the 
c ritical segment is placed at this end . In some instance s 
a ltern a tive bounda r y conditions may be required (see Section 5). 
13. 
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(a) Laterally Continuous Beam 
Restraining 
Segments 
Critical Segment 
(b) Substructure 
FIGURE 8 Laterally continuous beam and s ubstructure 
The stiffness equation of a simply supported critical 
segment can be written as 
My A 811 812 8 13 814 8 yA 
BMA 8 21 8 22 8 23 8 24 8;,. (9) 
MyB 8 31 8 32 8 33 8 34 8 yB 
BMB 8 41 8 42 8 43 8 44 8B 
where 
M L 8 lEI 
M __:;j__ 0 __';f___J_ y y /EI y y y 
BM 
B~IL2 1GJ 
~ · = ¢ 'L/GJ 
EI 
(10) 
w 
y ML 
lEI GJ y 
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The various terms (s11 .... s 44 l are dependent on the ratio 
of the major axis moment and the elastic buckling moment, 
M/ME' the moment gradient, S, and the beam parameter, K. The 
forces and displacements have been modified so that the stiffness 
matrix terms are dimensionless stability functions. The lowest 
load at which the determinant of the stiffness matrix becomes 
zero is closely approximated by Equation 1. If minor axis 
bending and warping restraints are present at the critical 
segment ends, the stiffness matrix must be modified by the 
addition of non-dimensionalised restraint stiffness to the 
appropriate terms and a higher buckling load can be expected. 
The adjacent segments in the substructure provide such restraint. 
4.2 Restraint Stiffnesses 
In an I-beam with major axis moment, minor axis 
bending and warping actions are coupled. Reactive minor axis 
moments and bimoments at fixities have been discussed in 
relation to Fig. 6 and the formation of a segment stiffness 
matrix. Coupling should be accounted for when assessing the 
end stiffnesses of a restraining segment. However, in order 
to simplify the behaviour of the substructure it is assumed 
that these actions are uncoupled at both ends of a restraining 
setment. For example, the minor axis bending stiffness at a 
restraining segment end is found by applying an end moment 
while allowing free warping at both ends. The appropriate 
boundary condition for bending is imposed at the far end. 
Stiffness additions are made therefore only to the diagonal 
terms of the critical segment stiffness matrix. 
Variations in uncoupled minor axis bending stiffnesses 
at end A of a restraining segment are shown in Fig. 9. The 
stiffnesses depend on the far end boundary conditions and on 
the values of M/ME' S and K. The reduction in stiffness with 
increasing major axis moment is more pronounced at end A which 
has the larger major axis end mome nt, M. 
0 
Major Axis 
Mon1ents 
0.5 
Ratio 
M 
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Parabolic 
Approx. 
(Eq. 11) 
FIGURE 9 Variations in minor axis bending stiffness 
It has been shown (16) that most c urves in the range 
M/ME < 1.0 can be conservative ly and adequately r e presented 
by parabolic approximations, 
Uncoupled bending stiffness = n [~)R [1 - [~EJ 2] (11) 
R 
whe re the subscript, R, r e fers to a r estraining segment and 
n = 2, 3 or 4. If t h e far e nd i s simply supported, n = 3 a nd 
if fixe d against minor axis rota tion, n = 4. When the segment 
continues on to another, n = 2 in accordance with the assumed 
boundary condition of an equal r estraint demand at the far end 
16. 
producing single curvature bending. In some beams, restraining 
segments wi th high values of S buckle with r everse curvature 
and the assumed value of n = 2 may be over-conserv a tive . As 
this depends on both S and the acutal restraint demand , no 
precise rule on the use of other n values (eg . n = 6) has been 
formulated. 
Variations in uncoupl ed warping stiffnesses at end 
A of the segment are shown in Fig . 10 . Again t he stiffnesses 
depend on the far end boundary condtions, M/ ME' S and K, and 
diffe r from one end to the o ther (16) . The parabolic approx -
imations in Equ a tion 11 a r e conservative (16) and have the 
same form as the bending stiffness approximations. 
Uncouple d warping stiffness (12) 
where the v alues of n are assumed to be 2, 3 or 4 depending 
on the far end boundary condition . The true value of n varies 
with the beam parameter, K, (see F i g. 10) and approaches 2, 3 
or 4 only when K is large . I n slender beams where warping 
interaction is not s i gnificant the assumed values of n, 
a lthough incorrect, are of minor importa nce . The signif icance 
of warping increases with the value of K as doe s the accuracy 
of the assumed values. 
4 . 3 Substructure Stiffness Matrix 
The critical segment stiffness matrix in Equation 9 
may be modified by the addition of restr aining segment e nd 
stiffnesses to the diagonal t erms to form a substructure 
stiffness matrix, 
s ll + 
2 
sl2 sl3 GA sl4 
s21 s22 + 
2 
s23 GA s24 
2 {13) 
s3l s32 s33 + GB s34 
s4l s42 s44 + 
2 
s43 GB 
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FIGURE 10 Variations in warping stiffness 
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In Equation 13, the restraint additions are expressed 
as 2/GA and 2/GB. Stiffnesses of the types in Equations 11 
and 12 cannot be added directly to the dimensionless critical 
segment matrix but must be altered ·to suit the forces and 
displacements in Equation 10. The restraint parameters GA and 
GB are 
(14) 
where the subscript, C, refers to the critical seqment. It 
is assumed that, for the far end of a restraining segment, the 
boundary conditions for warping and minor axis bending are 
the same. Furthermore, it is assumed that the ratios of minor 
axis bending rigidities and warping rigidities are identical, 
that is 
(15) 
Therefore a single restraint parameter represents both the 
warping and the bending restraints at a critical segment end. 
4.4 Effective Length Factors 
Using the foregoing process the substructure is 
reduced to a critical segment with load dependent end restraints. 
For given values of beam parameter, K, and moment gradient, 
S, in the critical segment, and for a given pair of restraint 
parameters GA and GB, the diminsionless elastic buckling 
moment, yF, may be obtained by finding the critical segment 
moment ratio, (M/ME)C' at which the substructure stiffness 
matrix determinant first becomes zero. 
19. 
(16) 
By introducing an effective length factor, k, for 
the critical segment the dimensionless moment may be written 
following Equation 1, 
'lT 
k (17) 
that is 
k 'lT j, . j, . ['Y:']' (18) 
Rather than to search for yF, an alternative is to nominate 
k (hence Ypl, K, S and either GA or GB and to calculate the 
other restraint parameter necessary for a zero determinant. 
The determinantal equation is a simple quadratic in the unknown 
restraint parameter. 
A number of effective length factor charts have been 
prepared for S = -1.0, -0. 75, -0.5, -0.25, 0.0, 0.25, 
0. 5, 0. 7 5, 0. 9 and 1. 0 and for K = 0 .1, 0. 3, 0. 5, 1. 0 and 
3.0, and are given in Figs. 11 to 20. It should be emphasised 
again that end A of the critical segment AB has the larger 
major axis end moment and that GA refers to this end. 
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FIGURE 13 
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The following general points may be made: 
FIGURE 15 
p = o.o 
K=0.1 
--0.3 
=0.5 
= 1.0 
--3.0 
(l) The factors, k, are not generally independen t of the 
beam paramete r, K, and the mome nt gradient, S , as assumed 
by Ne thercot and Trahair (l-3). This assumption will 
be discussed more fully in a later section . 
(2) When S = - 1 . 0 , the e ffectiv e l ength c urves are independent 
of the beam paramet er , K. The e ffective length chart 
in Fig. ll is, in fact, identical to the column ef f ect ive 
l e ngth chart for the sway prevented case . For all other 
S values t he effective l ength factor, k, associated with 
a particular set of end r est raint parameters, GA and GB, 
is d e p endent on the beam parameter, K. This becomes more 
pronounced as the mome nt gradient, S, increases . 
(3 ) When S = - 1.0 or +1 .0 the r estraint parameters, GA a nd 
GB, have equal effectiven e ss. The effective l engt h curves 
are symmetrical a bout the diagonal from lower left 
ro .55 ·6 65 
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(GA = GB = 0.0) to upper right (GA = GB = oo) . In t he 
range between these two gradients a restraint at end A 
of the c ritical segment ha s the greater signi f i cance . 
The r e duction in influe nce of a r estraint at end B i s 
associated mainly with changes in the minor axis rotation 
mode shape and, to a lesser extent, with changes in the 
warping mode shape. Some mode shapes have been obtained 
b y Finite Element analysis (9) and are shown, in normalised 
form, in Fig. 21 (see page 32). Whe n S = -1.0 t he minor 
axi s rotation mode s h ape is anti- s ymmentrical (Fig . 2l(b)). 
The lateral displacement shape is symmetri cal wi th s ingle 
curvature (Fig. 2l(a)). When S = +1.0 the rotation mode 
shape is symme trical with t wo i n ternal nodes, corre sponding 
to an anti-symmetrical late ral displacement mode s hape 
with double curvature. Be t ween the limits of S, t he mode 
shapes a r e c h anging from the one s et to t h e other and, in 
comparison with conditi ons at end A, considerabl y l ess 
and even zero rotation might occur a t end B. Consequently, 
a bending r estraint at end B may have little influence. 
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FIGURE 18(c) 
13 = +.75 
---- KaQ.S 
In Fig. 2l(c), the angle of twist, ~ ' retains a 
single curvature mode shape which is symmetrical at the 
limits S = -1.0 and S = 1.0. For intermediate values of 
S the shape is slightly more pronounced near end A. The 
warping displacements at a cross-section are proportional 
to the first derivative of the angle of twist, ~ ·, (17) 
and mode shapes are given in Fig. 2l(d). The effect of 
restraining th~ warping displacements at a segment end 
depends, in the first instance, on the beam parameter, 
K (19). Variations in the relative warping displacements 
of ends A and B with moment gradient, S , (see Fig . 2l(d)) 
indicate that a warping restraint is more effective when 
acting at end A. Nevertheless a restraint end B retains 
influe nce throughout the full range of S , as ~B does not 
undergo such severe alteration as does the minor axis 
rotation at this end. 
·1.0 
·3.0 
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FIGURE 19(c) 
f3 : +;9 
---- K=O.S 
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(4) The moment modification factor, m, (Equation 3) is 
approximate and its true value depends not only on the 
moment gradient 8 , but also on the beam parameter, K (12). 
This is particularly so for higher moment gradients 
( 8 > 0 . 0). The inaccuracies in Equation 3 have been 
compensated for in the effective length charts. The 
factor, m, is usually conservative and for many pairs of 
8 and K, the effective length curve fork = 1.0 and even 
fork = 0.95 lies outside the upper right hand corner of 
the charts. These curves have not been plotted. In some 
instances the factor, m, is unconservative and a curve 
for k = 1.0 appears on the charts. 
(5) The effective length factor, k, has a lower bound of 
k ~ 0.5 but some variation is evident. This is generally 
attributable to the approximate nature of the moment 
modification factor m. The lower bound is established 
by examining the terms of the critical segment stiffness 
matrix as k decreases. It is possible to determine 
= 1.0 
z3.Q 
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FIGURE 20(a) 
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2 
FIGURE 
1.5 
f3 . 1.2 
1.0 
- - --
------· 
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0.5 
whether or not adequate parameters GA and GB, can be 
provided with the critical segment still buckling in 
its lowest mode. 
2D(c) 
+1.0 
K =O.S 
= 1.0 
• 3.0 
(6) The listed values of S and K have been chosen to cover 
the full moment gradient range for slender critical 
segments (K = 0.1) to very stocky ones (K = 3.0). Linear 
interpolation may be used for segments having other S 
and K values . Alternatively , the nearest set of conservative 
curves may be chosen to represent the behaviour of the 
segment and this set can be found by inspection of the 
cha rts. This second approach is recommended when S 
approaches +1. 0 as marke d changes occur in t .he effective 
length curves for small changes in S . Charts for S = 
+0 . 9 have been included to assist in the d e termination 
of k for high moment gradient segments. 
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FIGURE 21 : Normalised mode shapes 
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5. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
5.1 Summary of Steps 
The procedure for determining the elastic buckling 
load of a laterally continuous beam can be summarised as follows: 
(1) Determine the major axis bending moment distribution. 
(2) Dete rmine K and S for each segment. 
(3) For e ach segment calculate ME from Equation 1 a nd the 
corre sponding b eam l oad factor, A, to produce ME. 
The segment with the lowest load f ac tor, AC' is the 
critical segment. The two (a t most) adjacent 
segments have higher load factors, AR. 
(4) Assume a trial value of AF' the load factor a t 
substructure buckling, and calculate GA and GB 
from Equation 13. Note that 
(19) 
and this substitution may be made in Equation 13. 
The tri al value of AF should lie between Ac and 
AR (min) . 
(5) Find the critical segment effec tive l e ngth fac tor , 
k, using the appropriate chart from Figs. 11 to 20, 
extrapol ating linearl y i f necessary. 
(6) Calcula t e the revised critical segment b uckling 
mome nt, MF, from Equations 16 a nd 17, and obtain 
a new l oad factor,AF (new). 
Note that 
~l c (20) 
34. 
(7) Compare the new load factor, AF(new), with the 
assumed factor, AF (Step 4), and repeat Steps 4 
to 6 if necessary until good agreement is obtained. 
The process of cycling ensures consistency between 
assumed values at Step 4 and calculated values at Step 6. 
Usually only two or three cycles are required if a reasonable 
initial guess for AF is made at Step 4. Converging upper and 
lower bounds are found by choosing an initial value of AF equal 
to AC and subsequent values of AF equal to those calculated at 
Step 6. 
It is conceivable that at Step 3, more than one segment 
may have low load factors of similar value. The weakest segment 
may have stronger adjacent segments than the others in this 
group so, if in doubt, the designer should proceed with multiple 
analyses assuming different critical segments and subassemblages 
for each case. 
5.2 Worked Examples 
5.2 . 1 Example l 
The analysis procedure is applied to the beam in Fig.22. 
2lA >.. 1 3k 4_.., 5 K=0.1 Jt1. 1 10.2L 1 #H ~ A. ~ 0.3L 0.3L ,..,. Q.2L 
FIGURE 22 Laterally continuous beam 
Step 1. 
Step 2. 
s 
K 
Step 3. 
~1E 
A 
Step 4. 
35 . 
Calculate bending moments 
2 3 
.48AL 
Find S and K for each segment 
0 . 0 
.33 
2 
- . 7 5 
.33 
3 
-. 222 
. 5 
4 
4 
0.0 
. 5 
5 
5 
Calculate ME and load factors, A, to produce buckling 
in simply supported segments. 
2 3 4 5 
(1 (1 
19 . 3 12.46 26.9 30.7 All multiplied 
by IEIYGJ/L 
40.21 25.96 70.72 384. 12 All multiplied 
by lEI GJ/L 2 y 
Segment 2- 3 is the critical segment. The subassemblage 
consists of segments 1-2, 2-3 and 3-4. 
Assume a value of AF and calculate GA and GB. End 2 
of the critical segment is taken as end A. Usually 
a close guess can be made for AF from the information 
gathered at Step 3, but for purposes of this example, 
an initial value of 25.96 fEI GL/L 2 will be used. y 
GA 
2 .3L 1 1.14 3 X :-n; X Hi~ 0.21 ) 
and GB 2 .2L 1 .77 2 X :-n; X [l-r~rJ 70.7 2 
Step 5. 
Step 6. 
36. 
Find the critical segment effective length factor 
from the curves for S = -.75 and K = .33 ~ .3 in 
Fig. 12. 
Effective length factor, k, 0.76 
Calculate the revised critical segment buckling 
moment, MF' and corresponding load factor, AF. 
l 13 lEI GJ /1+(.·7336)2 0 '1T y 
.3Lx .76 
17 lEI GJ/L y 
and AF 35.36 lEI GJ/L 2 y 
The following tabulation shows the convergence of 
AF. Although four cycles have been used in the tabulation, 
fewer would be adequate for this particular analysis. 
Cycle AF GA GB k AF(new) 
l 25.96 1.14 .77 .76 35.36 
2 35.36 2.94 .889 .82 32 . 40 
3 32.40 l. 90 .843 .79 33.80 
4 33.80 2.27 .864 .81 33.0 
A finite integral analysis (10) gives 
The approximate value is conservative by 4.5%. This 
is due in part to the boundary condition imposed at brace 4 where 
it has been assumed that segment 4-5 places a restraint demand 
equal to that of the critical segment at brace 3. An inspection 
of the values of A at Step 3 shows that segment 4-5 restrains 
37. 
rather than destabilises segment 3-4, and that segment 3-4 is 
consequently stiffer than assumed. 
The analysis can be refined in the following way to 
take advantage of this. After Step 3 and before Step 4, the 
load factor, AF' to produce buckling in the simply supported 
substructure 3-4-5 is calculated. The process follows that 
already outlined. The solution, AF' replaces AR for segment 
3-4 in the analysis of the substructure 1-2-3-4. The revised 
value of AR is used in calculations of the restraint parameter 
GB a t Step 4 . The value of n = 2 for segment 3-4 should also 
be r evised as, since restraint is offered by segment 4-5, n 
must lie in the range 3 < n < 4. 
In many analyses the extra calculations have only 
marginal benefit, particularly when the restraining segment 
at end B of the critical segment is involved. In Example 1 , 
the prediction is increased to AF~ 34/EI GJ/L 2 and the error y . 
is reduced to a little under 3%. However, when the res training 
segment at end A has a well restrained or fixed far end, it 
is advisable to use this refinement. This is demonstrated in 
the following example. 
5.2.2 Example 2 
A cantilever with a tip load and an additional internal 
brace is shown in Fig. 23. 
K=1.0 ~ 0.3L l 0.7L 1 
FIGURE 23 Braced cantilever with tip load 
Step 2 . 
Step 3. 
38. 
Calculate bending moments 
AL 
~ 1 : 2 3 
Find S and K for each segment 
1 2 3 ~ •' 
' s : -0. 7 0 . 0 
' 
' K ! 3 .33 1. 43 
Calculate ME and load factors, A, to produce 
buckling in simply supported segments . 
2 3 
' ' 
ME :42.34 13.69 All multiplied 
' 
' IEI YGJ/ L : 
I 
' 
' 
A i42 . 34 19. 56 All multi p lied 
I EIYGJ/L 2 
Step 3. (revised) Calculate ME and load factor, A, 
to produce buckling in substructure 1-2. 
GA 0.0 (end 1 is full y fixed) 
(end 2 is simply supported) 
From the effecti ve l ength curves for S 
and K = 3 . 0 in Fig. 12 . 
Effective l e ng th factor, k, 0.68 
He nce , 
-. 75 
by 
by 
Step 4. 
~· 
Step 6. 
39. 
2 3 
ME 89.4 13.69 All multiplied 
lEI GJ/L y 
89 . 4 19. 56 All multiplied 
lEI GJ/L 2 y 
Estimate AF ~ 38 
. 2 . 3L 1 
• • G A = 4 x -:7L -,[---"=-----]:-l-[8~~4r .261 
G = "' B 
Find the critical segment effective length factor 
from Fig. 15 ( 13 0. 0) • 
k . 675 
Calculate the revised critical segment buckling 
moment and corresponding load factor. 
MF 27.24 ~/L 
and 
A value of 38.45 is a reasonable compromise. The 
standard procedure leads to a value of 32.5 whereas 
a Finite Integral analysis (10) gives 
The refined solution overestimates the buckling 
load by 2% and the standard solution underestimates 
it by 9%. 
by 
by 
40. 
6. COMPARISON WITH ALTERNATIVE METHODS 
Salvadori (13 ) has proposed a lower bound approach 
which neglects interaction between segments. The analysis stops 
at Step 3 with the calculation of AC which is taken to be the 
beam load factor at failure. The disadvantages of this approach 
have been noted by Nethercot and Trahair (l-3), and illustrated 
with the example in Figs. 3, 22 and 23. 
The approximate method in this paper is a refinement 
of that proposed by Nethercot and Trahair (1-3). There 
are many common points, notably in the choice of a substructure 
and in the approach to solution using effective length factors 
and restraint parameters. However there are several major 
differences. Most importantly, Nethercot and Trahair p ropose 
a single set of effective length curves for all critical segments. 
This set is identical to that in Fig. 11 which should apply only 
to critical segments under uniform major axis bending. As a 
result no prope r account is taken of the relationship between 
the effectiveness of an end restraint and both the critical 
segment moment gradient and the end at which the restraint is 
applied. Similarly the influence of the beam parameter is 
. ignored. However an examination of the sets of effective length 
curves for negative moment gradients shows that, in the diagonal 
region from l ower l e ft t o uppe r righ t (GA ~ GB) little variation 
occurs. Hence the assumption of a single set is not unreasonable 
if the critical segment moment gradient is less than zero and 
if the parameters GA and GB have similar values. 
Nethercot and Trahair suggest a linear rather t han a 
parabolic dete rioration of r es training segment e nd stiffness . 
The function has the form (1- Ac/AR) rather tha n (1- ( AF/AR) 2 ) 
as recommended in this paper. The value of AC is found at 
Step 3 of the analysis procedure and, as cycling is not suggested, 
no revis ion of restraint parameters is made. As AC is often 
considerably less than AF' its use may compe nsate for t he 
conservative linear function. 
If the se d ifferences are i ncorporated in the procedure 
of section 5, analysis can proceed according to the method in 
References 1-3. Cycling is an option which may be i ntroduced 
by replacing AC with AF' the current load factor. 
41. 
7. APPLICATION TO PROBLEMS 
Many structures have been analysed using the proposed 
method. Buckling load predictions have been compared with 
Finite Integral (11) and Finite Element (9) results and agreement 
is good. A selection of analysis results is presented in Figs. 
24 to 29 which also include s predictions from the alternative 
hand methods (1-3, 13). 
In Fig. 24, the braced cantilever in Example 2 is 
examined further as the internal brace is moved along the 
cantilever. The refinement concerning the effect of the end 
fixity on the stiffness of segment 1-2 when acting as a restraining 
segment (see Example 2) has been incorporated into both the 
proposed method and that of Nethercot and Trahair (1-2). When 
segment 1-2 is critical, the effect of the fixity is i ncluded 
in both standard methods. The segment buckling loads for 
Salvadori's method (13) have been calculated from Equation 2 
and no account has been taken of the restraint offered to segment 
1-2 by the e nd fixity. Buckling load estimates for thi s segment 
would be required from other sources or from one of the 
alternative hand methods in order to do this. 
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42. 
Although all - of the analyses predict an optimum internal 
brace location in the close range 0.38 ~ a ( 0.46, significant 
differences in the buckling load estimates are evident. The 
proposed method agrees well with the more precise solutions 
(9, 11), whereas the other hand methods (1-2, 13) underestimate 
the buckling loads by varying amounts. 
The simply supported structures in Figs. 25 to 29 have 
been chosen from a series devised to test the accuracy of the 
proposed method when the solution point lies near an extreme of 
the relevant effective length chart. As the structures have 
only two segments, the analyses are free from approximations 
introduced by choosing a substructure. Where appropriate, pairs 
of structures have been selected such that a restraining segment 
is placed in turn at ends A and B of the critical segment. As 
this causes one of the restraint parameters, either G8 or GA 
respectively, to be infinite, the solution point for the effective 
length factor, k, lies on a chart boundary. 
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Two critical segment beam parameters have been 
considered, K = 0.1 for a slender segment and K = 1.0 fo r a 
segment on which an end warping restraint can have considerable 
influence. Some general conclusions on the accuracy of the hand 
methods are made at the end of this section. One particular 
discrepancy occurs in Fig. 26(b) where all approx imate methods 
underestimate the buckling moment as t he internal brace approaches 
mid-span (a+ 0.5). The methods predict no segment interaction 
when a = 0.5 and do this also for the structures in Figs. 27(a) 
and 27 (c). 
ca> 
(b) 
(C) 
FIGURE 27 Beams with segment moment gradients, s, = 0 
It has been shown (16) that for the beam in Fig. 27(a), no 
interaction occurs and this is reaffirmed in Fig. 26(a) where 
all methods are in good agreement when a = 0.5. The behaviour 
of the structures in Figs. 27 (b) and 27(c) differ markedly from 
this. The r equirement of compatibility of nodal war p i ng 
displacements at the internal brace results in the full suppression 
of warping at mid-span (16) and the segment moment levels at 
buckling are increased over that of t h e structure in F i g . 27(a). 
This effect is most pronounced for the beam in Fig . 2 7 (c ) where 
the internal warping restraint occur s at the max imum moment 
e nd. 
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Generally the proposed method gives results which 
agree closely with those of the refined analyses (9,11) . 
The authors have found this to hold for many other structures 
not presented in this paper. Salvadori's method (13) under-
estimates the buckling load, sometimes in a gross manner, 
except when no interaction occurs. The method of Nethercot 
and Trahair (1-3) tends to either overestimate or underestimate 
the buckling loads and this feature can be related directly 
to the effective length curves. By superimposing the curves 
for S = -1.0 over the other sets of curves, the likely regions 
of safe and unsafe predictions are clearly defined. As cycling 
reduces the estimated buckling load from that calculated in the 
first pass, its use is recommended with this method . However, 
there is no guarantee that unsafe estimates will be sufficiently 
reduced and furthe rmore, cycling will lower already conservative 
estimates. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
An approximate method of determining the elastic 
critical loads of laterally continuous s t r uc tures has bee n 
pre s e nted. The method whi c h is based on t h e conc ept o f 
e ff ective l e ngth is a r e f ineme nt o f t hat p r op osed b y Netherc ot 
and Trahair (1-3) . It can be applied to structures loaded a t 
braced poi nts at which late ral displaceme n t and twisting a re 
prevented . 
A simple example of a three-segment late rally continuous 
beam of marrow r e ctangular cross - sec t ion shows that it is 
incorrec t to equate the b uc kling load of a struc ture t o t hat 
of one of its component parts or segments, without a c counting 
for interaction between t h e parts. Basic principles involved 
in inte rac tion buckling a re explained . It is shown that the 
whole str ucture buckle s in a single ac tion. The a pproach t o 
insta bil i ty is f o llowed i n terms of individual s egme nt behav i o ur 
modi f i e d by int e ractio n . I n this i n s t a nce i nte r action involve s 
a sharing of minor axis b e nding stiffness a t the s egment e nds . 
It is shown that major a x is loading cau ses a reduction i n t hese 
stiffne sses . The struc ture responds mor e flexibly to a 
disturbing forc e s e t t ending to p roduce minor axis e nd rotations 
wh ich are cha r acteris tic of the buc kl i ng mode shape . As t he 
ma jor axi s load incre a ses on e s e gme n t ent ers the n e gati ve end 
s tiffness region but is r e stra i ned by t he neighbouring segme n t s 
which t hems e l v e s are de stabilise d by t his. Buckling occurs 
when thi s sha ring of stiff ness leaves the structure unable to 
resist eve n an infini tesma lly small disturbing forc e s et . A 
particul a r segme nt may have a p rono unced e ffec t on capaci t y b y 
p l acing a h igh r es t r aint demand a nd thus , a criti ca l s egment 
is d e fi ne d a long wi t h a simp l e me thod t o i d e n tify it . 
In mo st I-beams, inte r a ction a t s egme nt e nds i nvolves 
both minor axis bending and warping s t iff nesses. A d ist urbing 
force set t h e r e f o r e ha s a mome nt and a b i momen t a t e a c h segmen t 
e nd a nd it b ecome s i mprac t i c a l to a t t emp t p r ec ise stabil i ty 
a n a l yses by following segme n t s tif fness v a r ia t ions a nd end 
interac t i on. Th e direct stiffne ss me thod of a nalysi s as appl i e d 
to more comp l ex s tability p r oblems i s t h e n disc ussed . I t i s 
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noted that instability occurs when t he stiffness matrix 
describing the relation ship between disturbing forces and 
buckling displacements has a zero dete rminant. 
It is proposed that a direct stiffness analysis of a 
substructure comprising the critical segment and its t wo adjacent 
segments gives an adequate estimation of the capacity of the 
entire structure. Appropriate boundary conditions are imposed 
at the ends of the adjacent segments. These segments offer 
restraint to the critical segment and parabolic approximations 
to determine the level of restraint available are d eveloped . 
Load dependent end restraint parameters are added to the 
dimensionless exact stiffness matrix of the critical segment 
to complete the substructure stiffness matrix. The capacity 
of the structure is taken to equal that of the restrained critical 
segment. 
Re lationships between restraint parameters and buckling 
loads of restrained critical segments are presented as sets of 
critical segment effective length curves. The effective length, 
k, of a critical segment is shown to be a function of the restraint 
parameters, GA and ~B; the moment gradient, 8; and the critical 
segment beam parame t e r, K. Effective length charts are given 
for S in the r ange -1 to +1.0 and for K in the range 0.1 t o 3.0. 
Inaccuracies in the commonly used expression for the moment 
modification factor, m, are compensated for in the charts. 
A manual analy sis procedure is outlined and examples 
of its use are given. The procedure involves cycling to e nsure 
that the es timated buckling load is in close agreement with 
that used in the determination of the load dependent restraint 
parameters. 
The method has been applied to a wide range of 
dete rminate and indeterminate beams and c antilevers and to 
simple beam grid systems . Some r esults a r e presented in t he 
paper. In almost a ll cases it has predic t ed buckling loads 
to within a few percent of accurate numerical solutions. 
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NOM ENCLATURE 
bimoment 
applied bimoments at ends A and B respectively 
non-dimensionalised bimoments (see Equation 10) 
subscript referring to critical segment 
Young's modulus of elas t icit y 
stiffness coefficient 
shear modulus of elasticity 
res t raint parameters (see Equation 14) 
dis t ance between flange shear cen t res 
minor axis second moment of area 
warping section constant 
torsion section constant 
beam parameter= /n2 EI /GJL 2 , or stiffness matrix of structure 
w 
effective length factor 
length of beam, or 
leng t h of beam segment 
major axis moment 
elastic critical moment 
elastic critical moment of substructure 
flange moment 
minor axis moment 
applied minor axis moments at ends A and B respectively 
non- dimensional minor axis moments (see Equation 10) 
moment modification factor 
stiffness coefficient, commonly 2,3,4 
subscript referring to restraining segment, or disturbing 
nodal force vector 
nodal displacement vector 
non- dimensional stiffness terms 
u 
x,y 
z 
s 
y 
YF 
e y 
eyA'eyB 
eyA'AyB 
A 
<P ' 
<P,\ , <P~ 
-cp l· <P~ 
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out-of-plane deflection of shear centre 
fl ange shear 
major and minor principal axes 
longitudinal axis 
ratio of major axis end moments 
non-dimensionalised moment = ML/IEI GJ y 
non-dimensionalised elastic critical moment of beam segment 
non-dimens ionalised e lastic critical moment of substructure 
minor axis end rotation 
minor axis end rotations at ends A and B respectively 
non-dimensionalised minor axis end rotations (see Equation 10) 
load factor 
load factor referred to critical segment 
load factor of substructure 
load factor referred to restraining segment 
angle of twist 
firs t deriva tive of <P with respec t to coordinate z 
f irst derivatives at ends A and B respectivel y 
non-dimensionalised first derivatives (see Equation 10) 
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